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Abstract 

In today’s World there is an acute shortage of time when it comes to a 
buying decision be it an electronic product or service. Since the 
technology is changing so rapidly that one can be only aware of its 
changing technology for a certain period of time. So the potential 
customer has started to move towards online shopping in order to look for 
the best possible product as per his/her requirements. 
But now the current scenario is totally different when we compared it to 
say a decade ago. Where you only used to rely on your brick and mortar 
store to provide you a product. But that also used to be a boon for the 
customer since the number of choices were very limited to the customer 
and making a choice was very easy. Now we have a price range of say 
15,000 and we want to buy a mobile what used to be a small range of 
options has now turned into an array of options for the consumer since 
he/she can choose from 10 models from 8 different manufacturers. This is 
the place where technological forums come into place and how they help a 
person in order to make a decision and help the person choose what’s best 
as per his/ her requirement. I found that Internet shoppers are turning to 
online technological forums in order to share knowledge, which in turn, 
influences their buying decision. A larger percentage of them are 
dependent on such online forums when making decisions to purchase 
products through the Internet.  
Key Words: Online Technological Forums; Consumer Buying Decision; 
eWOM 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this fast changing environment it is the human tendency to have the latest and greatest of the 
tech toys or any latest service provided by manufacturers. But there are two more aspect to it 
which can be classified as: 

 Have knowledge about the product and service; 

 Don't have knowledge about the product.  
For both of the required scenarios one has to make sure of the fact that consumer has the 

knowledge about the product manufacturer is providing along with the service which are there 

on the offer. Though the brands try to create awareness but since there are a bunch of products on 

offer by manufacturers‟ potential consumers tends to miss out on the products which are on offer 

and might fulfill the requirements of the consumers. Even if the product available is found by the 

consumer he will always be unsure of the fact that whether this product is apt for me or not. 

 There is a dire need of a set of people who can guide the consumers and understand the 

requirements of the consumer for the purpose of getting the most value for money product for 

these people. For private consumers around the globe the most well-known form of e-commerce 

falls into the business to consumer (B2C) category, also known as online retail or online shopping. 

It refers to online purchases from bricks-and-mortar retailers, such as Walmart, as well as from 

“pure-click” online retailing corporations such as Amazon.com or Rakuten. Although it is a 

growing business around the globe, with some 41 percent of global internet users having 

purchased products online in 2013, the online shopping penetration rate varies from one country 

to another; as of 2015, China was the country where most internet users had bought a product 

online within the previous month. Other countries where online shopping is thriving are 

Germany, India, Brazil and United Kingdom. 

In 2013, global e-retail sales amounted to 839.8 billion U.S. dollars and projections show a growth 

of up to 1.5 trillion U.S. dollars by 2018. North America is currently the largest regional market for 

online shopping, with sales worth some 126 billion U.S. dollars reported in 2013, more than 

double the amount in 2008. The Asia and Oceania region is also becoming a strong contender, 

especially due to China‟s economic boom, with an estimated eight fold increase in sales between 

2008 and 2018. The unprecedented world-wide B2C e-commerce sales growth is, however, 

expected to slightly slowdown in the near future. In 2013, global B2C e-commerce sales grew 19 

percent compared to the previous year, but in 2018 forecast expect growth of only 10 percent.  

In Europe, the United Kingdom is by far the largest market for B2C e-commerce, with a turnover 

of 107 billion Euros in 2013, twice the amount of the second ranked, France.  

In recent years, mobile shopping has been on the rise, with customers increasingly using their 

mobile devices for various online shopping activities. According to a 2015 study regarding mobile 

shopping penetration world-wide, 46 percent of internet users in the Asia Pacific region and 20 

percent of those in North America had purchased products via a mobile device, whether smart 

phone or tablet computer. When asked whether mobile phones will become the main tool for 

purchasing goods in the future, some 9 percent of respondents in an extended global survey 
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strongly agreed. Opinions, however, differed according to region and country, where shoppers 

Denmark and Belgium rather disagreed, while those in China and India agreed the most. M-

commerce sales in India have accounted for 11 percent of total retail sales in 2014 and were 

expected to grow to 25 percent by 2017, while in China, mobile online retail sales have grown by 

some 450 percent between 2010 and 2011 and are expected to continue growing in the future, 

although at much lower rates.  

Amazon.com is one of the most popular and well-known example of an online shopping 

platform. Founded in 1995, the Seattle-based site started out as an online bookstore, but soon 

began expanding its product range towards other retail goods and consumer electronics. As of 

2013, Amazon is the worldwide leading e-retailer, as well as the number one m-retailer globally. 

A world-wide study regarding shopping behavior shows that as of 2014, some of the most 

popular product categories to be shopped online are electronics, fashion and apparel or home 

appliances. Regional differences are obvious once again, as groceries for example are bought 

online by 90 percent of Chinese internet users, but only 26 percent of Americans, while sports and 

outdoor purchases are more popular in Germany than Japan.  

The number of online shoppers in India is projected to be 35 million in 2014 and it was 8 million 

in 2012. The research was compiled by interviewing 6,859 respondents covering online buyers 

and non-buyers in 50 cities."Online shoppers‟ base will grow three times by 2016, and over 50 

million new buyers will come from tier I and tier II cities. The confidence to shop online was on 

the rise as 71% non-buyers from tier I and tier II cities said they plan to shop online in the next 12 

months," the study said. The report also projected that 40 million women are estimated to shop 

online in India by 2016. 

So when this large amount of shoppers are buying online, this is a dual edge sword for the 

consumer because of the fact that either they might end up buying better product for themselves 

or buying a product which isn‟t meant for them at all. When the latter happens customer curse 

the online shopping and stick to the word of advice of local brick and mortar store owners. Who 

in the ends tries to push the product which they have instead of what‟s best for the consumer. 

This is where a new category of consumer takes birth in the market. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Technological forum is one of the most important information sources when a consumer is 

making a purchase decision. The arrival and expansion of the Internet has extended consumers' 

options for gathering product information by including other consumers' comments, posted on 

the Internet, and has provided consumers opportunities to offer their own consumption-related 

advice by engaging in electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM). eWOM can be defined as all informal 

communications directed at consumers through Internet-based technology related to the usage or 

characteristics of particular goods and services. Online technological forums are used for 

discussion, pastime, advice and/or research. The opinion of people trusted and valued more. 

Discussions within online forums influence on purchase decisions. A few researchers contribute 
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in this field by exploring the reasons which causes the customers impulsive buying, but still there 

is more to be determined. Consumers are using online technological forums to exchange their 

opinions on products, providing a valuable source of information for companies (Kaiser and 

Bettendorf, 2012). Online technological forum users come in all shapes and sizes, with different 

personalities, abilities, experiences and needs. Research has established that online forums are 

used to research products and services (Evans et al., 2001) for friendship, to exchange information 

(Ridings and Gefen,2004), and to assist in problem solving or understanding (Savolainen,2010), 

and that messages passed between tight trusted communities have greater impact (Bughin et al., 

2010).  Karakaya and Barnes (2010) found that non-socially based sites such as company website 

sand search engines have no impact on consumer opinion and that companies need to pay 

attention to the voices of consumers on socially-based sites, such as online technological forums 

in order to maintain brand loyalty. 

 According to Harris and Goode (2004) trust is directly linked with assessment of satisfaction and 

perceived usefulness, and there is a relationship between trust and perceived value of 

interactions. However, Bakker et al., (2006) found that trust may be a condition of knowledge 

sharing but does not have a positive effect on the sharing of knowledge per se: although the 

absence of trust may hinder people‟s motivations to share knowledge with others, it is doubtful 

that those who have high levels of trust in others are more likely to share knowledge than those 

with moderate trust levels. Trust is an important element affecting consumer buying behaviour 

(Chen and Barnes, 2007). Online recommendations are regarded as very trustworthy (Bickart and 

Schindler, 2001) and the greater the level of trustworthiness, the higher the intension of making a 

purchase (Lee et al., 2011). Information coming from credible sources will be highly accepted 

(Bearden and Etel, 1982), (credible being expertise and trustworthiness (Hovland et al., 1953)). 

Furthermore, trustworthiness influences consumers‟ attitudes positively towards a brand and 

thus their buyer behaviours (Lascu et al., 1995; Petty and Wegener, 1998). 

According to Lung-yu Chang and yu- je lee instead of forums guidelines. David Bounie, D., Marc 

Bourreau, ENST and CREST and Michel Gensollen found that own experience has the most 

influence on buying decisions. offline information sources (specialized magazine, trial version) 

and online information have a significant positive effect on video game purchases. According to 

Amal M. Almana and Abdulrahman A. Mirza Internet shoppers are very much influenced by 

eWOM, and that a larger percentage of them are dependent on such online forums when making 

decisions to purchase products through the Internet. Khurram L. Bhatti and Seemab Latif found 

that forum display is negatively related to consumer impulse buying and window display; 

however, floor merchandising and shop brand name are positively related to consumer impulse 

buying behaviour. 

3.  OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The present study has the following objectives: 

 To provide useful insights into the value of online technological forums. 
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 To review the impact of online technological forum on consumer buying decision.  

 To find characteristics of online reviews such as consistency, frequency, regency, and, 

correctness of written text impact the consumer‟s purchasing decision?  

 To do product review ratings influence the buying decisions ? 

4. METHODOLOGY 

The study is analytical and descriptive in nature based on both the secondary and the primary 

data. The secondary data was collected from various journals, eWOM periodicals and annual 

reports of Government of India. The primary data were collected with the help of two separate 

questionnaire. I have given emphasis to THINKDIGIT FORUM for the purpose of study on this 

paper. I used the pre data that is available for the purpose of need catering of the members and 

also for understanding the demands and questions which are raised inside the forum and how 

the members ends up satisfying those who are there seeking the query and how a member satisfy 

the question and forum influence on consumers‟ buying decisions. 

5. ANALYSIS OF THE STUDY 

5.1 Technological Forums  

These are the set of people who wants to help others as well, these are the set of people to whom a 

person turns to if he/she wants to buy a product. These are the people who holds the highest 

word of mouth power when it comes to influencing someone in terms of buying decision. This is 

reason why these days we have seen a rapid increase in the people joining forums.  

As forum can be defined as “A meeting or medium where ideas and views on a particular issue 

can be exchanged.” But it is digital in nature. 

5.2 Influence of Online Forums on Consumer Buying Decision 

The need for a product or services arises in the consumers mind. The consumer then goes through 

the process of information searching and product evaluation to lead to purchase decisions (Chen 

and Qi, 2011). The consumer buying process is broken into five steps(Constantinides,2004): (1) 

Problem identification, (2) Information search, (3) Alternatives evaluation, (4) Purchasing decision 

and (5) Post-purchase behaviour. Online forum influences feature highly during the information 

search and evaluation or post-purchase stages (Rowley,2000; Shim et al., 2001; Wright and 

Jayawardhena, 2001; De Valck, 2005), and not only for members of online forums. Information 

discussed within online forums appears within the results of search engines and is therefore 

influential for non-members/larkers also. The purchases are influenced by discussions or 

recommendations and that through discussions within online forums, consumers directly 

influence each other‟s opinions and therefore their purchasing decisions. Online technological 

forum reviews, and the reasons as to why consumers rely on product prior to making conclusions 

on whether or not to order or purchase a product online. 

 Online forums are used for discussion, pastime, advice and/or research;  

 The opinions of people trusted are valued more;  
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 User-generated content more trustworthy than corporate messages;  

 Discussions within online forums influence purchase decisions;  

 Consumers ignored advertisements;  

 Customer service, feedback systems and relationship marketing; and  

 Helpful insight for marketers.  

The parent websites which shows the news and other content provides the viewers to be a part of 

these forums and ask for help or help others for the purpose of buying decision. It‟s not that the 

people in the forum suggest the same thing to everyone for a set price of budget but instead they 

go for a systematically designed questionnaire, which is designed by a team of members who 

holds the most knowledge of the product. 

5.3 Questionnaire: Here I have two questionnaire for mobiles and laptop.  

5.3.1 Questionnaire for Mobile Phone purchase queries: The questions were relating to the 

following areas: 

 Budget? 

 Display type and size? 

 Dual Sim? 

 Preferred choice of brand? 

 What camera option you want?(Flash, front facing camera)? 

 Preferred operating system?(Android, IOS, Windows phone etc.). 

 Preferred connectivity options(3G,4G ready). 

 Primary use of handset(multimedia, camera, internet etc)? 

 Any specific mobile phone in consideration? 

 Any other info that you want to share 

This is a questionnaire for buying mobile a person looking to seek advice has to judiciously fill in 

the questionnaire so that the person on the other side can answer the query in the most apt 

manner and in the most precise manner so that the person on the other side can understand the 

needs and the suggested product should result in the maximum satisfaction of the query seeker. 

5.3.2 Questionnaire for laptop/notebook purchase: The questions were relating to the following 

areas: 

 What is your budget?(INR or USD) 

 What size and weight consideration(if any)would you prefer? 

 *Notebook:11" - 10"screen or less 

 *Thin and light:12" - 14" screen 

 *Mainstream:15" - 16" screen 

 *Desktop Replacement: 17"+ screen 

 What are the primary tasks you will be performing with this note book? 
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 Any typical of configuration in your mind you are eying for? 

 Are there any brands that you prefer or any you really don't like? 

o Like 

o Unlike 

 Anything else you would you like to say? 

 * Screen resolution{768p(HD)/900p/1060p (full HD)} 

 *Battery Backup {Normal(3 - 4 hrs)/extended(5 - 7 hrs)} 

 *Purchase Place{Online(eg. Flipkart, Amazon)/Local/Abroad (mention the country) 

I have a screenshot of laptop seeking query of the consumer and now for the part of 

understanding the consumer query we can see that the requirements have to be very precise. 

India being a price sensitive market and I also try to understand that first thing in the every 

questionnaire is the budget. Once the budget is done now the person has to specify what exactly 

is the person is looking for and his requirements have to be very straight, specified and there will 

always be a set of people in the forum who would suggest the product and then there will be 

debate from other members and then after a pro long discussion there will be one or two options 

available for the person to choose from and in the long run the person involved is most likely to 

end up purchasing and it will result in a very high satisfaction of the person. 

5.4 Role of Forum Member 

The role of a forum member we can classify them into two categories shown in the following 

table: 

Table 1: Role of Forum Members 

Time Generally a member with more than 12 months of experience is regarded as senior 

member  

Posts When we talk about posts it generally states how many times a member has answer 

a query on a thread.  

After moving into these one can actually understand the fact that these people are naturally 

inclined towards this type of knowledge keeping and the consumer is most likely to gain a lot 

from the knowledge the keep. There are members who specializes into a certain category way 

more than the others and their area of working. So the word of mouth from these people is way 

more when I compare it to the other member. If a person who has a large amount of knowledge in 

a specific field suggests something and can back the suggestion with some data than that member 

is supposed to be the most respected member in the sub-forum.  

5.5 Classification of Forums: Main classifications of sub-forum are: 

 General News 

 Mobile section which includes both mobile and tablet news section and along with that we 

have a buying advice sub-forum as well 

 Laptop buying advice forum 
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 Photography forum which has threads to showcase your photography and it has sub-forums 

such as buying advice forum which has a camera buying section. 

 Another very high traffic sub-forum is Desktop assembly because it has an array of sub-

forums such as buying components, buying networking components along with accessories 

ranging from CPU case to even minute things such as RMA and other modifications to the 

computer. 

These members are there for the purpose of the guiding and helping the members of the forum. 

Since the members are there in the system for a long time and their working with the members 

made a big impact on the word of advice is way more compared to other members who are 

relatively in terms of time frame. A new member is that person mainly join the forum for the 

purpose of getting a word of advice on his/her upcoming purchase. If the members are able to 

satisfy the new members there is a large chance that the new member is likely to stay with the 

forum. 

5.6 Forum Procedure 

When a question is posted in the forum the following procedure involved in the due process : 

 Selection of proper forum for question posting; 

 Posting of the thread in the forum with proper format of questionnaire filled; 

 Members study the questionnaire; 

 Provide the feedback to the members; 

 Discussion on the suggestions; 

 Finding all the alternatives of the suggested product; 

 Member buying the product. 

With all the buying process involved in the overall scenario the key role played by the 

technological forum as under: 

 Word of mouth plays the most crucial role in the scenario. 

 He carry‟s the highest weight in terms of what the persuasion power is concerned. 

 High performance and better priced product will always be seen as better option and will be 

getting better reach for the company‟s point of view. 

 These members can‟t be bribed since they are there to put their true and fair objective which 

will result in the better value proposition for the money and the product purchased will 

surely be badged as Value for money product. 

 Understanding the demand and requirements are the main working force behind the query. 

 If the member can answer the query in a prompt and precise manner it would surely result in 

the most value created decision for the customer 

There is another thing that has to be understood in all the study can be understood as the fact 

that the members seeking advice aren‟t only looking for themselves but they‟re actively looking 
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for the advice of purchase decision for their family members or relatives or even friends per 

say. 

5.7 Forum Outlook 

For the purpose of that what I will observe is that how a member is changing and effecting the 

decision for the product purchase. There is one more thing that these forums ends up doing and 

that thing is “INDEPENDENT PRODUCT REVIEW” it provides the consumer with the fact of 

being able to get the in-depth working knowledge of a product and since the product is reviewed 

by a member of your own forum you can also ask the questions and even there is a fact that you 

can ask the question at a later stage to understand how the product held up in the due course of 

usage. There is also a scenario where members have seen that there are new members joining the 

forum because of the fact that they saw the review posted and wanted to ask the questions to the 

member on their own. 

Table 2: Statistics of Forums In India 

Digit Technology Discussion Forum Statistics 

 Threads    1,46,673 

 Posts 20,13,016 

 Members      64,889 

  Source: Economic Survey of India, 2016  

The overview of think digit forum what I can observe that with a list of about 65 thousand 

members with 20 lac posts. Now you can really see the potential in the platform and see the 

difference in the amount of difference it can make to the art of buying. I have analyzed the 

respective influence of different sources of information on purchasing decisions. I directly control 

for the taste for Mobile, Tablet and Laptop in our regressions and by this way, I find that online 

information by technological forum have a significant positive effect on consumer buying 

decisions. 

6. FINDINGS 

Online technological forums influence consumers‟ buying decisions and provides a strong 

indication that forums are influential during the information search, evaluation, purchase and 

post-purchase stages of the decision making process. Consumers are turning to online forums 

in order to share knowledge, which in turn, influences their purchase decision. Internet 

shoppers are very much influenced by eWOM, and that a larger percentage of them are 

dependent on such online forums when making decisions to purchase products through the 

Internet. It is, therefore, suggested that marketers should also use online forums, not as a 

promotional tool but more for relationship marketing, discussion, listening and/or customer 

service and feedback systems. This results in added value for consumers by providing them 

with expert knowledge and advice while interacting and engaging to build brand loyalty and a 

position of expertise. 
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